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QUESTION 1

Which type of licensing is enforced by HP ALM 11? (Select three.) 

A. Global - Concurrent User 

B. Site - Concurrent User 

C. Site - Named User 

D. Global- Named User 

E. Area - Concurrent User 

F. Area - Named User 

Correct Answer: ABE 
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QUESTION 2

How does HP Requirements Management differentiate itself from other solutions? (Select three.) 

A. It identifies and diagnoses bottlenecks through advanced analysis, monitoring, and diagnostics. 

B. It can import requirements defined in other tools, such as Word and BluePrint. 

C. It offers deployment throughout the applications lifecycle. 

D. It offers performance modeling and scalability. 

E. It provides both requirements definition and management capabilities. 

F. It is fully integrated with HP ALM to ensure that requirements are visible to all the stakeholders in the application
lifecycle. 

Correct Answer: AEF 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which licensing is currently available for the HP Unified Functional Test? (Select two.) 

A. Concurrent User- Area 

B. Named User 

C. Concurrent User 

D. Concurrent User- Site 

E. Named User- Site 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

How does HP Software address the challenges of delivering applications that meet the needs of a business? 

A. Island Approach and Unified Solution for Applications 

B. Convergent Approach and Unified Solution for Applications 



C. Island Approach, Point Tools, and Brute Force 

D. Convergent Approach, Point Tools, and Brute Force 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement best describes the capabilities of HP Software Security Center as they relate to the HP ALM Solution? 

A. Secure ALM increases development productivity by automatically identifying and resolving security defects in
production environments using Static Application Security Testing technology to reduce the total cost of security in
production. 

B. HP\\'s Software Security Center solutions are integrated into BSM to promote a customer centric business focused
approach to security management. 

C. HP\\'s approach to ALM security automates and correlates dynamic, static, and runtime test results into discrete
defect tracking information with actionable results. 

D. HP\\'s approach to ALM security provides a high-level view of risk management metrics for improved business
decision making. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

What are the specific capabilities of HP Systinet that enable application governance and policy management? (Select
three.) 

A. Configuration lockdown 

B. Dynamic discovery and configuration management 

C. Governance lifecycle and policy management 

D. System availability and performance monitoring 

E. EA repository 

F. Contract management 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which personas benefit most from the predictability of build content and health capability of HP ALM\\'s Application
Lifecycle Intelligence? (Select two.) 



A. QA manager 

B. development manager 

C. operations manager 

D. help-desk manager 

E. business analyst 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 8

What are the main phases of the application supply chain? 

A. Idea, Design, Build, and Run 

B. Plan, Deliver, Run, and Retire 

C. Idea, Buy, Run, and Fix 

D. Plan, Run, Deliver, and Operate 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which capability of HP Quality Center supports collaboration and change across all of its assets? 

A. version control 

B. baselining 

C. manual and automatic test execution 

D. defect management 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which benefits are provided through the Executive Scorecard, VP of Apps Edition? (Select three.) 

A. automated, real-time view on the availability and state of affairs across the application portfolio in production 

B. ability to monitor customer usage of applications 

C. ability to prove progress of application delivery portfolio to business stakeholders 

D. automated, real-time view on the progress and state of affairs across the application and delivery landscape 



E. ability to deliver predictable, high-quality outcomes for applications 

F. automated, real-time view on the financial state of affairs across the business 

Correct Answer: ADF 
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QUESTION 11

What are the licensing components for HP LoadRunner? (Select three.) 

A. controllers per protocol 

B. virtual users per protocol 

C. controllers 

D. protocol packs 

E. virtual users per controller 

F. protocol packs per controller 

Correct Answer: CDE 
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QUESTION 12

Which statement best describes the licensing model used in HP ALM security solutions? 

A. HP Software Security Center solutions use a "High-water mark of past use" license model where usage fees are
calculated based on the maximum number of concurrent users in a defined past time period (typically monthly). 

B. All HP Software Security Center solutions are server-based and use a concurrent user network licensing model. 

C. HP Software Security Center solutions support a variety of flexible licensing options, including single "named" user,
node-locked and concurrent "floating" user licenses, which are valid for a fixed period and annually renewable. 

D. HP Software Security Center solutions use pay-per-use license fees and are based on actual usage. 

Correct Answer: B 
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